One Minute
Meditations for
ME/CFS
Part 2
So many emotions... So little energy to do
anything about them

First things first...
This is not about the mastery of
mindfulness, meditation or visualisations
as a way to magically make your symptoms
disappear.
This little resource is only about exploring ways to cope
with a chronic illness.
As well as explore different exercises that may help
reduce the intensity of difficult emotions.

Coping by Naming
The simple act of naming your emotions takes
some of the power out of them.
Its like punching in the code for a security alarm. Once the
blaring warning sirens stop you have a better chance of figuring
out how to cope with how you are feeling.
The aim isn't to deny how much the emotions or situation are
affecting you or claim that the extreme hardships and barriers
have gone.

The aim is to take the intensity down a notch.

Naming to Save Resources
Naming stops your brain rallying your precious resources to search for
the source of the threat and how to vanquish it.
It also means you are not exerting energy trying to push down your
emotions. It can feel counter intuitive but it takes more energy to push
emotions down than it does to acknowledge them.
Think of them like an inflated ball in a pool. It doesn't cost you anything
to let it float beside you but the moment you try to push it underwater its
near impossible.

Coping by Observing
Observing emotions means to sit with them without
judgement or pressure to change them.
Sadness, anger and anxiety are all natural and normal reactions to life with a
chronic illness.
Coping with those emotions doesn't have to involve trying to convert them
into positive emotions or trying to get rid of them.
It means acknowledging them by naming them and giving yourself the gift of
self compassion by accepting that its ok to have normal human emotions.

Picture it
Try to think about just one emotion you are feeling.
Try to name or label the emotion. Its okay if you want to be specific of just use a general label
e.g. sadness.
Now try to imagine putting that emotion on the other side of the room. To do that you need to
think about what colour best represents the emotion. Try to imagine its shape and size or if its
easier what animal best represents the emotion you are feeling.
Slowly inhale and exhale and let your breath anchor you as you just watch it for a few moments.
Observe it, with a sense of curiosity. Does the shape or colour change are the edges smooth or
sharp. Does it float or sit heavily. There is no need to change it, or judge it, the emotion just is.
When you are ready, you can let the emotion slowly disappear from you view.

Why picture it
By filling in the details you are helping your brain figure out how to process the emotion.
Its like turning on the light in a dark room or putting on your reading glasses.
The emotion is still there along with the reasons for it but now you have taken steps to make it
less overwhelming and have given yourself the best opportunity to move your nervous system out
of hyperarousal mode and into the Window of Tolerance.
At the very least, doing these little exercises, can provide you with a way to hold on until the
intensity passes.

E Words
Imagine yourself writing whatever emotion you are feeling on a leaf.
Just one emotion you’re feeling right now.
Sit with it for a minute, don’t judge yourself for it. Accept and validate the emotion like you
would if a friend was opening up to you.
Visualise placing the leaf in a fast running stream. Watch it float away from you till its out of
sight.
If you have enough energy, try to fill in all the details, the sun on your face, the feel of the grass
or soil underfoot, the coolness of the water as you place the leaf in the stream, the sound of the
water crashing over the rocks, etc etc. It is completely understandable and valid if tying to
visualise yourself in an outdoor setting might bring an added sadness that needs to be
acknowledging and accepted.

Stop and rest if you
need to.

Only try each exercise
when you feel ready.

More E Words
Imagine yourself writing whatever emotion or thought that is causing you distress on a
small piece of paper and placing it in an uninflated balloon.
Now imagine yourself blowing up the balloon.
See it slowly getting bigger and bigger.
Accept and validate what you are feeling, its ok if you are not okay, it's okay if it's scary.
Inhale deeply and tie up the balloon.
Exhale and release the balloon, watch as it harmlessly and effortlessly floats away.

Zoom Out
Name one emotion or thought that is troubling you.
Now close your eyes and imagine your mind is a smooth, blue ocean.
As you breathe in, visualise the emotion or thought as a single drop of water.
As you breath out, let it drop into the ocean and watch as the ripples of one small drop
are easily absorbed by the ocean.
By the time you’ve finished your exhalation the ocean has returned to its tranquil state.
There is nothing wrong with the drop or the ripples, the ocean can handle it.

In case you need to hear it again...
These exercises are not about denying or minimising the
reality of life with ME/CFS or making your symptoms or
emotions disappear.
It is about reducing the intensity when you feel like your
thoughts and feelings are spiraling. Giving you a way to
hold on until the crescendo has passed.

Zoom in
Close your eyes.
As you breath in, see your mind as still water.
As you hold your breath, reflect things as they are. The parts of you that are
threatening the still water.
Witness the ripples, swells, and waves. Even the storms that may be building.
As you breath out, recognise the fact that you are still standing, sitting,
(lying in bed, maybe). You are not drowning, despite the rough sea.

Just Be
Take another breath with no visualisations or
imagery.
Hope and survival only require the simple act of
breathing.
Just one breath... after the other.

Be kind to yourself
This isnt easy

One minute at a time
Its self-soothing one minute at a time.
Its allowing the small victories to add up.
Its tangible and doable from your couch or bed.
Even if none of these were relatable to you that's
ok, we are all so different. There are many other
exercises to try in part
part three in this series, which is coming soon.
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